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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The need and value of home economics is well recognized in Pakis-

tan. This is clearly· shown by the emphasis placed by the Education 

Commission on the teaching of home economics at higher levels of edu-

cation. Home economics was taught in Pakistan under the name of do-

rn(;')stic sciences, but greater empK1asis has been placed since 1955 by 

instituting the Pakistan-Oklahoma program. 

The purpo9es of home economics in Pakistan are similar to the 

purposes of home economics in the United States. The primary purpose 

of home economics in the United States is to help the individual stu-

dents achieve a rich and satisfying family life, In most institutions 

of higher learning., home economics serves a four-fold purpose: edu-

cation for personal dev\3lopment; for family living, for conscien.tious 

ci t:i.zenship, and. for professional specializati.on. 1 

Home economics has develop,sd in the United States over a period of 

decades in accordance with the characteristics of the nation 1 s culture. 

Cultural characteristics of Pakistan being different, the methods of 

teaching home economics as practiced in the United States cannot be 

adopted for use in Pakistan .. This makes it necessary to develop a 

lHome Economics in Higher Education. American Horne Economics 
Association, Wasb:ingtonJ DaCa: 1945, p. 40. 
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home economics program to fulfill the needs and requirements of the 

people of Pakistan. 

Since Pakistan is relatively a new nation, methods of teaching home 

economics are not well developed. This study may contribute to the 

needed development of the teaching of clothing construction techniques 

to the women of Pakistan. It in itself will not be a comprehensive 

guide, but is intended to be the nucleus around which practical guides 

may be developed. 

The study is meant exclusively for teachers in the field of cloth-

ing construction. It will help relate the present conditions existing 

in Pakistan to relevant clothing problems in existence there. Consider-

ation has been given especially to the fact that in propagating such 

education the teacher will have to deal mostly with illiterate women. 

Therefore, its scope has been limited to suggestions which would help 

the teacher to develop an individual program for respective communities. 

In addition to basic instructional material for the teacher, the 

appendix also includes drafted patterns for some Pakistani garments. 

These should be of help to the people of low income level who spend a 

considerable amount of money to pay the darzi (tailor), in that they 

can be shown how to follow these patterns to make clothes for the 

family with less expense. 

Statement of the Problem 
, ____ -- -- ----

With this background and the following assumptions, attention has 

been focused on development of a methodology of teaching drafting of 

the patterns for clothing construction for use by Pakistani social 

workers and/or teachers in secondary schools, 



·r:rhe study is meant essentially to help teachers in the field of 

oloth:,.ng, who already have a teaching as well as a clothing background, 

with t,he scope restricted to development of such pertinent suggestions 

as might help their own individual teaching programs be more useful and 

effective~ 

Basic Assumptions 

Since the villagers and the illiterate women, to whom this study 

has been directed, are not in a position to afford such facilities as 

help for household work and equipment for sewing, the following as

sumptions were made: 

1. That sewing equipment will be available to the village 

women for their individual use through sewing centers. 

Such centers have already qeen established in many 

villages by the government as well as by private initi

ative with plans under way to establish similar sewing 

centers in many other vill~ges. 

2. 'That the economy achieved by village women making their 

own clothes will not be offset by any loss in normal 

household work;. Proper and accurate.cutting helps el~

;i.nate unnecessary steps in the construction of garmen~s. 

Experience has shown that the necessary steps can be 

convenien-'t,ly accommodated in the schedule o,f village 

women. 

J. That the clothes for village people are mostly hand 

stitched. Therefore., stress was laid in this st'µdy on 

drafting and cutting because these steps are necessary 

3 



before garments can be constructed. 

4. That an effective teacher is greatly helped by the 

use of creative teaching materials. Teachers already 

have keen students in village people who are interested 

and want information on construction of garments. A 

proof of this keenness is their response to the sewing 

centers wherever they have been set up. It is hoped 

that this study will provide the teachers with material 

of an effective and creative value. 

Purposes of Study 

This study, as mentioned before, is to help the teachers in de

veloping their own individual programs, but emphasis has been placed 

all through on simplicity of basic patterns and on equally simple 

means of teaching. Patterns and teaching materials on this line can 

be developed. Therefore the purposes which this study aims to 

achieve are that: 

1. Patterns and teaching materials be developed. 

2. Patterns developed be simple. 

J. Instructions for drafting the patterns contain no compli

cated directions so that the steps can. be easily followed. 

l.i.. The patterns and instructions in this study be simple 

enough for the teachers of village women to use as 

materials of teaching. 

5. The possible effectiveness of the patterns and in

structional material be tested by an opinion check of 

home economics leaders in the United States. 

4 
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6, The actual effectiveness of the patterns and in~ 

stru,ctional material be tested at a later stage 

through a survey of persons who use the material so 

that the teaching methods and the patterns can pe ad-

justed to ensure that simplicity and effectiveness in 

both achieved, 

Kinds of Data Collected 

The data collected for this study is classified in two groups -

data in the first group is on clothes and the people in Pakistan; the 

second group provides data on techniques o;f drafting clothes, Vnder 

these two groups, the kinds of data collected were as follows: 

GROUP 1 A 1 - L The co:rr.qnon garments used in the villages of Pakistan 

so that the more common forms could be used as 

samples for this study. 

2. The attitude and trend of the wearers of the 

clothes so that the patterns suggested are not 

out of date by the time teaching methods are 

.3, The educational background of the teachers of 

village women in Pakistan:, and of the village 

women themsel.vesJ so that the methods suggested 

:in th:Ls study are in keeping with their calibre 

and drafting facilities available to 

vi.11.age womi:m with relevant matters which formed 

the basic assumptions of :th:Ls stud;y-. 



GROU:P 1B1 - 1. Drafting of patterns in the United Statel?• Thi? 

provided ini'o:rmat;i.on on the fundamental tiechniqµes 

of drafting patterns in ge~eral, and on the basic 

measurements involved. 

2. Comparative data on several drafting procedures 

to determine the silTlplest method which could 

be adapted., with the necessary modific;;lt~ons fo:r 

pattern drafting of Pakistani garments. 

Procedure~ Collecting Data 

6 

The above data and information were collected from ~any sources, 

ba$ed l;)o~h on personal e.:x;:periences and on recorded facts. The procedures 

adopted were extensive su:rvey of literature, and use of private re

aources, aµd can be listed as follows: 

1, Personal experiences and knowledge of the clothing require~ 

ments of the people of Pakistan. 

2. Extensive literature survey to determine the future tr~nds 

and the social and economic limitations. 

J. Prog~ams and works of the government sponsored !iationa.:i 

Council of Social Works and of some private ori?;~nizations 

to determine the facilities and scope of d~afting patterns 

in terms of availability of the needed equipment, like 

sewing machines, etc. 

prganizat.ion of Data 

The aoove data and information were organized to form the basis of 

this study and the suggested teaching method. The information on the 
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social, economic, and cultural backgrounds, the facilities available, 

and the teaching material to correspond to these needs together formed 

the basis of the study. Criteria were then devel9ped on this basis so 

that what-ever methods were suggested could be checked against them to 

ensure the fulfillment of the needed requirements. The drafted patterns 

and the teaching methods were developed on the basis and criteria 

mentioned above, keeping in mind the background of methods used for 

drafting patterns in the United States. This organization can be 

represented as follows: 

Social, economic, 
and educational 
backgrounds of the 
people of Pakistan 
and the need of 
simplicity, patterns 
and instruction 
methods : 

Facilities 
available 

Techniques of 
pattern drafting 
in the United 
States and their 
possible adapta
tion for Pakis
tani garments 

.Basis of study 

T 
Criteria 

Suggested drafted 
patterns, and the 
teaching instructions 

Techniques in Evaluating Data 

7he data organized above in the form of this study, with the sug-

gested methods of teaching and instructional material, were evaluated 



for conformity to the basic purpose of study as follows: 

1. A panel of judges was formed.· This panel consif:1ted of 

home economics leaders in the United States at Oklahoma 

State University who were experienced in the field of 

clothing. One of the leaders had gained the pensonal 

experience of problems in Pakistan through visits to 

the country, 

2. The teaching material and the criteria were presented 

to them for the effectiveness of this material to be 

judged against the criteria developed. 

3, The developed method was judged against this criteria. 

Opinions have suggestions for changes and improvements 

which have been recorded in the chapter on Su:mr11.q.ry and 

Conclusions. The -suggestions could be used for furthe:r 

study in future, along with the survey results after 

this instructional material has been actually USjed. 

Definitions.£! the Terms 

1. Blouse .... is a tight fitted bodice and usually extends up to, or 

below the waist. It can be with or without sleev~s. 

2, Darzi - a tailor. 

3. Dopatta - is a two and one-half to three yards of material which 

is ·i;,,i:rapped around the head or the shoulders. 

4. Gharara = ca.n be compared to a divided full length skirt which has 

two legs with ·the gathers starting at the knees, coming to 

the ankles. It is tied at the waist with a string. It is 

worn with a 11kameez 11 (the shirt), which comes to eight inches 

8 



above the knees, and a ''dopatta11 • 

5. Kameez ~ is a well fitted garment. It can be compar~d to a sheath 

dress and extends up to, or two to three inches below the 

knees. 

6. Khadar - plain weave cotton fabric;is usually hand woven, heavy 

weight:. in any color, 

7, Knickers - shorts. 

8. Kurta - is a straight shirt coming to about the knees with a man

darin collar buttoned in the front; the sleeves are usually 

long, with or without cuffs, 

9. Latha - plain weave, cotton fabric., light weight, usually white in 

color. 

10. Lungi - is two and one-half yards of material which is wrapped 

around the waist and comes down to the ankles. 

lL Maktab - a primary school where education has a bias of Mus:J;.im 

t,heology. 

12. Maleshia = plain weavej cotton fabric. Medium weight, usua+lY in 

tones of grey and brown. 

13. Maulvi - Muslim religious teacher. 

14, Mosque= is for the Muslims as church is for the Christians. 

15. Nikah - exchange of formal vows in marriage. 

16. Pandit - Hindu religious teacher. 

17, Pathshala = a primary school where education has the bias of 

Hindu religious principles. 

18. Sari~ is a five to six yard straight piece of drapable material, 

which is wrapped arou.nd and pleated at t.he waist, tucking 

it in a slip, with one end thrown over the shoulder. 

9 



19. Shalwar ~ or the trouser, is cut very full at the wai8-t, taper

ing at the bottom. it is gathered on a string and tied at 

the waist; the cuffs of the shalwar are known as the 

11painchas". 

Summary 

The study, as the title suggests, is concerned with \he develop

ment of a method which can be used by teachers of clothing construction 

;in Pakistan, The scope of it has been restricted to the clothes in 

Pakistan, because, in developing this method, special consideration 

has been given to the Muslim culture, the traditional background of 

the :Pakistani people, the influence of present national trends and 

economic factors. 

The study recorded dealt with four major topics: (1) <A ge:p.eral 

introduction to the problem of study, (2) a review of literature 1tsed 

for information on traditions and culture which influence basic pat

terns in clothes, (J) the recommended method and procedure, and(~) 

conclusions, Illustrations and plates have been included in the 

appendix, and the sources of information in the section on bibli

ography. 

lhe drafts discussed and illustrated in the plates are of gar

ments most commonly worn in villages and cities of Pakistan. Due to 

a great Vq.riety of clothes worn in many different villages, it has not 

been possible to include all of them, but the patterns included repre

sent the :majority tl~end9 especially in West Pakistan, 

10 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Social .and Econo:m:i.c Conditions of Pakistan - '\' 

Pakistan was inaugurated as 11 the fifth largest 11 2 state in the 

world on the 14th of August, 1947, which was the culmination of 

"twelve hundred years of Muslim history in the J;ndo-:Pakist9-n sub

continent". 3 The Turks., the Afghans and the Persians who came through 

the Khyber Pass in 980 A.D. brought with them an established religion -

ISL.M'i - and well developed concepts of politics, jurisprudence and soc-

ia.l organization. This culture was entirely different from that of the 

Hindus, the people wno lived in India before the Muslim invasion. 

By the middle of the 18th century the Britons had established 

themselves at three points, south, east and west. In 1857 the last 

of the Moghul Emperors was deposed and the Britons became the para-

mount power, both defacto and dejure. They considered the Muslims a 

great hindrance to their rule; the full extent of the British wrath 

was turned against the Muslims. 

2Pakistan Publications, 
Brothers Inc., 1949). 

3Ibid. 

Women of Pakistan. 

11 
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The Muslims were dismissed from all, positions of responsi
bility, their land and property w~re confiscated, the 
official, language was replaced by English, and the. 
number of subsid:iary states was drastically reduced. 4 

The outcome of this was that economically and politically Muslims lost 

12 

all importance and an erstwhile proud and cultured people, formerly the 

rulers of the land, wer13 reduced to poverty and political impotence. 

The background and pride of Muslims would not allow such subject-

tion to a foreign rule. Therefore, a freedom movement was launched in 

which both the Hindus and the Huslims joined hands to free the sub-

continent of British rule. As the Britons decided to leave, it was 

re<;:ognized by the Muslims that due to the basic ideological and philo-

sophical diffe:rences, which resulted in great difference in the way of 

living and values of life between the Hindus and Muslims, one single 

country 1cn th these two religions sharing the rule was undesirable. 

Therefore the Muslims launched the movement of dividing the subcontinent 

into two sovereign states, India and Pakistan, on the basis of religion, 

Although Pakistan is a new country, it has been a seat of one of 

the most ancient civilizations of the world, Evidences of this have 

been found in excavations mainly along the Indus Valley dating back to 

3000 B.C. Ruins show well planned cities with broad thoroughfares and 

underground drainage systems which prove that a highly developed civil-

ization existed in Pakistan during those days when Europe was still in 

the Stone Age. This great civilization was swept away with the sue-

cessive waves of invaders who came to Pakistan through the Khyber Pass, 

In 19h7 Pakistan was established as an independent sovereign state 

Lq.,akistan Publicationsi Women of Pakistan, (U.S.A.: Gibson 
R,~o+'n,a"'S Tn,~ 19),q') .. ...,.s. U .,,,._,...L ~ ,.i;... ... ~v,;, ,1 -.~ ,_,.../ O 



with dominion status and an equal partner in the British Commonwealth. 

On March 23, 1956, she declared herself an Islamic Republic within the 

British Commonwealth. Due to the deterioration of the political and 

economic conditions, martial law was imposed on the 7th of October, 

1958. On October 27, 1958, an eleven-man presidential cabinet was 

appointed to :run the adm:inistration with Field Marshal Mohammed Ayub 

Khan as the President of Pakistan, 

The new cabinet promised a. representative form of government, 

13 

suited to the abilities of the peopl~ and the conditions in the country. 

The first step was the introduction of the scheme of basic democracies. 

The Pakistan government realizes that the real solution of the country1 s 

problem lies in the expansion of the economic base and more production. 

The religion of Pakistan is pred,ominan tly l$lam, while minority faiths 

existing are Christianity, Buddhism, Hinduism and Zorastrianism. The 

Pakistani culture is an oriental-'Islamic culture based, on "the Shariat 

laws.n' Shariat law is the Muslim law of inheritance which stipulates 

that property should, 

•••• circulate among aquate relatives (blood relationship) 
while eoquate relationships, e.g., matrimonial ttes, do 
not establish succession status unconditionally.o 

Much of the heritage of the Muslims,who are followers of Islam and 

bequeathed Indo~Pakistan in architectural, religious and cultural 

spheres, has been inherited by Pakistan after the Partition, but many of 

s'nr. So M. Akthar and A~ R. Arshad, Village Life in Lahore. 
(A Study of Selected Economic Aspects) Lahore: Panjabtiniversity of 
Panjab. po 1030 

6Ibid, P• 104° 
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the architectural masterpieces of Muslim b~ilders are in India. A few 

buildings constructed during the old Muslim Empire such as,Shalimar 

Gardens, Jahangir's Tomb and the Badshahi Mosque in Lahore, are examples 

of the rich cultural heritage of Pakistan. 

At the present time, 

Pakistan consists of two geographical units, East Pakis
tan and West Pakistan, separated from each other by over 
a thousand miles of Indian territory. The total area of 
Pakistan ~s 364,737 square miles, with a population of 
93 million. 

West P~istan is a land of great scenic contrast. The 
rugged mountainous region of the north gives way to the 
plains and fertile fields of the Indus Valley, while 
the south and west are barren deserts. In East Pakistan 
there are no such wide contrasts of scenery. Heavy rain
fall and extensive river systems have made this wing of 
Pakistan a green and glorious landscape in subtropical 
products.7 

The social structure of Pakistan can be divided into three 

different classes determined by wealth, education and regional values. 

Wealth distribution is not uniform and has made three distinct di-

visions - the low poor class, the three-square=meals-a•day middle 

class, and the overall well-to-do class. Transition from one class 

to another is not continuous. The poor are too poo~ without enough 

to eat and clothe, with access to only quack medicines, and with the 

education of the children practically negligible. Usually their liv-

ing is sub=hmnan. Even for these, the effort and labor is too hard 

and does not give proportionate return. The life they know of is full 

of work and hardships, without any recreation. The middle class is a 

7Basic Fa.cts. Pakistan Publications, Karachi, Pakistan, (April 
1960) ,-p:-2:--
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little better off, They can manage better schooling fo:r thetr children, 

have access to better medical facilities and their efforts produce more 

return. They can always be sure of two meals a day as long as the earn

ing member of the family earns. With some initiative the middle class 

can also participate in many national activities. The upper well-to-do 

class has eno~gh money to buy the worldly comforts and to educate its 

children. The upper well-to-do class usually dominates all the national 

activities~ but it is the middle and the lower classes which are most 

representative of Pakistani culture and traditions. The family system 

in all the social classes is patriarchal, patrilocal, and patrilenial, 

In the family the father is given the first place but does not make all 

the decisions aione. Consent of the wife and children is as important 

,;1s his own. 

The lower class in Pakistan claims the b;i.ggest share of the popu

lation. The famiiy is a closely knit unit with the father as the head 

of the family. The mothers in the lower class are seldom financial lia

bilities; on the contraryj they are an economic asset. The woman has no 

liberty to spend the money earned; instead, the husband decides when and 

where the money earned by the family is to be spent. 

'The children of the lower class families are perhaps the unluckiest 

lot. They play in the streets, splash water and tease one another. The 

elders are least concerned about them. Many of the children are under

fed and ill clothed, but all are expected to grow up hurriedly and earn 

for the family. 

Most of the cultural values of the different social classes of 

Pakistan have their origin from religion. Marriage is considered 
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essential for both men and women; the boys and the girls are prepared 

for this from the beginning. The marriage pq.ttern is basically the same 

even though it is observed in different traditional manners in different 

parts of Pakistan. As an example, every marriage involves the rite of 

1Nikah I which is the exchanging of vows by the man and the woman in the 

presence of one religious leader and two witnesses, but this r;i..tual is 

solemnized with different formalities preceding and following the Nikah. 

Rich in cultural heritage and with ample natural resources, Pakis-

tan today is economically underdeveloped, Pakistan is an agricultural 

country. Agriculture still account~ for 57 per cent of the total 

national income and for the occupation of about 90 per cent of the popu-

lation, but the income per capita still remains low. Cultivation in 

West Pakistan is based on a well developed irrigation system. Although 

the methods of cultivation are primitive ones, they fit well in modern 

sciences and modern implements are being used and promoted, Efforts are 

being made to increase the crop yield by use of fertilizer of which four 

factories have gone into production. Quoting Irshad Malik, "The foun-

dation of Pakistan's economyj her solidarity and future well-being to a 

very large extent rests on the villages and the villagers themselves, 11 8 

These villagers are the backbone of the country and are the greatest 

asset. Therefore, in any national development plan the progress and 

welfare of the people of the villages is a necessity as they are the 

8Irshad MalikJ The Development of Curriculum Materials for the 
Students of Family and Communit,y Development in the Colleges of Pakis ... 
tan. lS:62. Unpublished lL S. Home Economics thesis of Oklahoma State 
University} Stillwater, Oklahoma, p. 12. 
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masses of the country, One of .the six stages listed by H. Minocher 

through which every developing community passes is "education and moti

vationtr.9 Pakistan is at present passing through this stage. 

Educationists and psychologists believe that in order to develop 

and educate a community, motivation on the part of learners becomes a 

necessity, This is especially true in the case of adult education ---

---the individual differences in ability and interest being greater, 

the effort to learn on the part of these students is determined by 

their motivation, 

Uneducated people form the bulk of the nation. In order for them 

to have a say in the political and economic affairs of the state they 

need to be educated, Education is not only limited to its literacy 

phase, but can be extended towards clothing. This does not mean that 

clothing has to be changed to suit the everchanging needs of other so,-

cieties, but traditional garments can be produced with newer technical 

~nowledge which could be time saving. 

The motivation for adult education in the field of clothing can thus 

be the fact that the dresses liked can be produced at less cost of money 

and time, with proper education. This saving in time and money by the 

people can be used for further educating themselves, which would enable 

them to have a say in national activities. 

Education in Pakistan 

Education is essential for the development of a progressive and 

9nomji. Hinocher, ~o~uni ty Development and Local Government. 
The Chaupal Quarterly, \April, 1961), P• 21, 
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prosperous welfare state. Before going into a discussion about education 

in Pakistan, a brief look at edu9ation in general will be of help. 

History of Education: 

According to Lester and Alice Crow, 

Education may be interpreted to connote the process 
through which experience or information is gained, or 
it may be used to indicate the results of such train
ing, or the product of the learning process. Using 
any three connotations of the term, education implies 
experience, insight, adjustment on the part of the 
learner as h.e is stimulated towards the growth and 
development.IO 

The value and importance of education is different from people to 

people and from country to country. Education, like any other phase of 

civilization, has gone through considerable stages of development which 

were due to changes in the social structure, values and the goals of a 

society at various times and among different people. .For example, as 

Hertzler says: 

Education is to prepare the children and youth for 
adult life in the group in which they are and will be 
a part of the family, local community, the state and 
human society on the whole. But education should be a 
source of the development of latent interests and apti
tudes of the young. As far1rs possible the square peg 
should be in a square hole. 

He further emphasizes that through educationp man should be prepared to 

make a life as well as make a living. If one could trace back the his-

tory of education to the prehistoric times, the existence of education 

is prevalent. The current social customs, beliefs and art were taught 

to the children from an early age. Respect for· knowledge :i.J.-1 the past 

lOLester and Alice Crow, Introduction to Education. Revised 
edition. (New York, 1960)~ p. 54. 

11Hertzler, Social Institutions. (Nebraska, 1946), p. 18. 



by the primitive society inculcates the wisdom of the elders. 

Peninzio defines education as: 

•••• a system which regularizes the knowledge as trans
mitted activity~ inculcates the folkways and the mores, 
trains the youth to fit into the cultural scheme, aims 
to aid the individual ;in the development of personality 
and aptitudes and sets forth the broad lines which the 
society believes must be followed in order for it to 
survive and improve.12 

Each culture emphasizes or de-emphasizes what the individuals 

belonging to a culture have to learn9 to belong to the culture. 

A survey of the different cultures of the world, broadJ.y d;ivided 
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into Oriental and Occidental, shows that for an individual to belong to 

any one of these cultures, he has to confine and obey the limits set by 

the culture. The teachings of a culture are handed down by the elders 

to the younger generation or by priesthood in association with the family 

education. Since great masses of people could neither read nor write, 

such education as folkways, religion and morals were imparted by word of 

mouth. This was true in the case of the ancient oriental period. 

The origin of formal education was introduced in ancient Greece, 

but this was limited to the city children only. The cornI)lencement of 

stern discipline in education is found by the stressing of military 

training and loyalty. In the chief literary education, memorizing of 

passages from the Greek classics, physical education, nrusic 3 reading and 

writing were emphasized, Some of the first universities to appear were 

in Alexandria, Athens and Rhodes. 

During the middle ages, devotion of education was primarily towards 

12H. 1. Barnes, Social Institution. (New York, 1942)., p. 728, 
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the promotion of religion and reclamation of the soul, rather than deal-

ing with public life and public affairs. The men who could be called 

"1earned11 belonged to the clergyman class, and for a long time the 

schools were conducted by the churches, The old fashioned education and 

its general disposition is well expounded in this maxim: "the sword of 

God's words is forged by grammar, sharpened by logic, c1.nd furnished by 

rhetoric, but only theology can use it,1113 

The educational philosophy and procedures from the later middle 

ages up until the twentieth qentury exemplified the traditional respect 

for classics of language and literature. 

Irshad Malik noted: 

During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries a number 
of educational do9trines were enunciated~ The first 
outstanding theorists were Johann Amos Gamenius, who be
lieved that the subject matter of education should be 
adapted to the mental age of the child. 

'l"he eminent philosopher John Locke, laid stress on 
rational education as a means to develop well trained 
minds, and that manual training should be given to the 
poor children, Boliare assailed both classical syntax 
and religious instruction, In the middle of the 
eighteenth century, the French reformer Claude Helvetus 
anticipated the democratic education of the sixteenth 
century by defending the rights of the masses to a 
thorough educationo He was one of the first to believe 
that the lower plasses were mentally as capable as the 
upper classes. L. 

13H. 1, Barnes, Social Institutions, (New York, 19L.2), p, 129, 

11.irrshad Maliko The Development of Curriculum Materials for 
the Students of' Family and Community Development in the Colleges 
of Home Economfos in Pakistan., 1962, Unpublished lVLS. Home 
Economics of Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Oklahoma. 
j:)o 27 • 



Education can be achieved by all classes. Clothing is important 

to everyone, whether rich or poor, as it is a means of protection, 

decoration, approval of one's own group and an expression of modesty. 

It is not the quantity or the quality of clothes, but the proper fit 

that matters. The teaching of clothing should be planned in such a 

way that it provides opportunities to all, the lower, the middle and 

the upper classes, to learn. 

Historl of Education in Pakistan 
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Education in twentieth century Pakistan is one of recognized im

portance. A country proposing orderly social advancement nru.st rely more 

and more upon the educational direction of the processes. Therefo:t'e 

education of the masses is a necessity. Problems become increasingly 

complicated, posing challenges to the well educated public servants, 

when the educated public servants are in the minority. 

Education has always been a problem in a vast country like pre

partitioned India. Before the coming of the Britons, native schools 

were run by Maulvis and Pandits in the worship places prevalent in the 

country which were controlled by religious powers, as it was in Europ

ean Middle Ages. The religious schools, known as Maktc:ibs and Patshalas, 

contributed to education in a very crude way. This system was in 

fashion when the Britons entered India. The existing system lacked the 

enthusiasm which was spread by the Moghuls during their rule in India 

when the Indil3.n civilization was at its peak, During the late eighteen

th and the nineteenth centuries education was primarily the work of the 

missionaries, and, when the government was involved, it was done for 
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preparing able Indian assistants to help English judicial officers. 

Colleges to serve this purpose were established in Banaras, Calcutta and 

Agra. 11Mosque11 or the religious school even to this day is found to be 

the only type of education in the rural communities. 

The main reason for the deterioration of the educational system in 

India and Pakistan was the encouragement of McCauley's plan. McCauley 

thought that it was a waste of time and money to nurture the oriental 

learning and that the Indian should be trained in English language, 

literature and western sciences, which, in turn, facilitated in spread-

ing western civilization, as well as the reasoning that the Indians 

would be able to fill the lower ranks of government officials. 

One of the foremost problems in the sphere of education is the con-

flict between the official language English, and the native dialects. 

Being a very young country the percentage of literacy is low, At 

present rronly nineteen per cent of the population is able to read and 

write.nl5 The educated class hails strictly from the urban communi-

ties, In cities, there are primary schools, secondary schools, teachers' 

training schools and special schools. In the higher fields of education 

there are colleges of arts and sciences, teachers' training colleges, 

and other professional schools for medicine, engineering, arts and 

crafts. There are six universities in the six large cities of Pakistan. 

The special schools cater to the need of sewing, handicrafts, dancing, 

music~ etc, 

In the public schools at the primary level the media of instruction 

15Einbassy of Pakistan, Pakistan - Profile. (Washington, D. C.), 
Embassy of Pakistan. 1955, 
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is Urdu, one of the languages spoken in West Pakistan, and Bengali in 

East Pakistan. In the schools sponsored by the missionaries and private 

agencies, the media of instruction is English. The result of this is 

that students of the public schools are handicapped when they come in 

c9mpetition with the students of private institutions, as language be

comes a great barrier for the development of personality and talents of 

many of the students. This is true especially in the sewing school 

where the media of instruction must necessarily be the local language, 

in order to make each class benefit without any language handicap, as 

most of the students come from mixed and different backgrounds. 

Educational problems arising due to the language difficulty in

clude students dropping out during and after the intermediate courses 

(first two academic years of college education after high school). 

Change in the media of instruction is one of the major educational 

problems, but other factors contributing to it are low standards of edu

cation during high school, and faulty selection of the areas of study 

with emphasis on lesser important things, 

In December, 1958, a Commission on National Education was appointed 

by Pr~sident Ayub Khan, to recommend reshaping of education in accord

ance with the actual requirement of the country and its people. Re

duction of illiteracy and advancement of religious studies among the 

masses was the vital point of discussion. According to Inait Hussain, 

11 Permanent cure of rural ills lies in mass education.1116 The recom

mendations made by the Commission covered the fields of broad policy 

l6rna.i t Hussain., Economic Problems of Pakistan. (Lahore), p9 187. 
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regarding higher profess;Lona1, secondary, technical and vocational, 

primary, women's adult and religious education, media of instruction and 

teaching of languagesj provision of textbooks, training and conditions 

o; service of teachers, and students' welfare and discip1ine. This 

shows that due importance is being given to the education of women in 

all areas with emphasis on home economics, 

The outstanding features of the present educational program in 

Pak;istan are "financing of compulsory education1117 at the primary level 

in order to encourage the parents to derive full benefit from such 

schooling, and an adult education program aiming to provide: 

ooooothe development of the individua1 to his full 
capacity in his personal and social life so that he 
may be happy, healthy, and usef1,l.J. citizen and able 
to make his optimum contribution to the community in 
which he lives.18 

The government of Pakistan hopes to raise the standard of literacy 

by enforcing the above mentioned factors. Therefore, with increasing 

literacy, systematic instructions for the drafting of clothing patterns 

needs to be emphasized. 

Education of Women in Pakistan 

Pakistan inherited backwardness, especially in the case of women, 

In order to raise the cultural level, an intensive program to educate 

women was launched by the government and the more progressive people at 

all levels, For any count!'"IJ in the world to progress, there is a need 

17Report of the Commission on National Education. Ministry of 
E::iucat:ion, Goverruiient of Pakistan.· January-August, 19.59, p. 171. 

18Ibid. p. 196. 



for womenfolk to work shoulder to shoulder with men. Quaid-i-Azam, the 

founqer 9f the nation, has said, 

In the great task of building the nation and main
taining its solidarity, women have a most valuable 
part to play. They are the prime architects of the 
character of the youth who constitute the backbone 
of the state.19 

This is further supported by a quote in which Lela 01 Toole refers to 

Lyn White Jr.: 

••••• liberal studies are even more important for a 
woman than a man. The great majority of women will, 
and should devote themselves to building and main
taining homes and families. Her task •••• is primarily 
to foster the intellectual and emotional life of her 
family and her community while avoiding the pitfalls 
of being just an uplifter. To this end she must have 
and develop, and continue to cultivate as an integral 
part of her being, interests and enthusiasms which 
will reflect her children, neighbors and even her 
husband. The balance of mind and heart, the 
breadth of understanding and interests, which are 
the goals of liberal education~ are needed by no 
one more than a wife and mother.20 

The study pianned is mainly concerned with illiterate adults and 

their education, particularly women. Since the field of study is 

clothing, a brief survey of the program for women would be worthwhile 

to mention here. 

In Pakistan, the literacy rate for women is very low as women's 

ed~cation had been neglected until only a few years ago. According to 

the Report of the Commission on National Education, more and more 
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schools for girls are being opened. Making primary education compulsory 

19Quaid-i·-Azam1 s message to women, Women of Pakistan. Pakistan 
Publication, Karachi, Pakistan. 

20Lela O'Toole, 11flome Economics in Higher Education - Impli
cations for Curriculum" 3 Journal of Home Economics. Vol. 53, Nao 5, 
{May, 1961) 1 p. 347, -- - -



will encourage more parents to send their daughters to school, Very 

few girls previously had secondary education and as far as higher edu-

cation is concerned, the number of girl students was infinitesimal, 

Now, the girls who complete the secondary stage of education have a 

number of opportunities open to them, either to continue their edu-

cation to a higher level or to enter into a career suited to their 

ability, interest, and aptitude, but in the Education Cormnission's 

report particular emphasis has been given to education in home eco-

nomics for women, The report annotates home economics in the follow-

ing words~ 

The science of home economics is of special signifi
cance in the education of girls and women, In its 
more general aspects it provides a young woman with 
the knowledge, skills,, and attitudes that will help 
her to be a more intelligent and effective wife and 
mother, and improve the health.~ happiness, and the 
general well being of her family. In its more 
specialized aspect it offers career opportunities 
in an increasing number of jobs and professions. A 
study of home economics needs to be a part of the 
Qore of compulsory -subjects in the secondary schools, 
and many o.f the specialities associated with home 
economics should be opened for study through di
versification of courses at secondary level. 21 

It is a general agreement that children need education, but the 

question whether a nation can go very far with its educational program 

without educating the adults is rarely facedo The education of the 

adult is important to ensure the literacy of the children, Theodore 

Bra.meld says 1 11Adult education is as crucially important as any other 

level of education" 1122 

21Report of the Co:mmission on National Education, Ministry of 
Education, Gover11ment of Pakistan. January-August 1959, p. 189. 

2'' ,:.Theodore Bra:me1d 3 ~~ of Educational Philosophy. (New 
York,i 1950), p, 616, 
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According to Bradford, 

Adult education is a voluntary, serious and frequent
ly organized effort of the adult individuals and 
groups to find through educational means of infor
mation; attitudes, understanding, and skills help
ful-in diagnosing and solving their vocational, 
avocational, personal, and civic problems.23 

Bryson def;i..nes: 

Adult education as all activities with an education
al purpose carried on by the people in the ordinary 
business of life who only use a part of their time 
and energy to acquire intellectual equipment,2 

Another definition of adult education by Reeves, Gens:j.er and 

Houle is 11any purposeful effort towards self development carried on by 

an individual without direct legal compulsion and with such effort be

coming his major.u 25 The aim of adult education, says the Commission, 

is to help the development of the individual so that he, in turn, can 

make the ma;x:imum contribution to the welfare of the society. In other 

words, adult education is a conscious effort on the part of the mature 

individual to learn something new. Du,e to the lack of education among 

women at all levels, it is necessary that the teaching program is not 

restricted to the children alone but includes a fairly comprehensive 

program for adult education. 

A large proportion of adults receives a meager amount of formal 

schooling. The formal schooling period is of immaturity; materially 

23Leland P. Bradford, Adult Education. Special Work Yearbook, 
(New York, 1949), p. 27 

241yman Bryson, Adult Education. (New York, 1936), p. 208. 

25Floyd W. Reeves, Thomas Fensler and Cyril O. Houle~ Adult 
Education.· Recent inquiry into the character and cost of public edu
cation in the State of New York. (New York, 1938), p. 171, 
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restricts the opportun~ties for ~iving a thorough education and train

ing, which is necessary for carrying on duties and respon~ibilities of 

adult citizenship. The adult period is a period of responsibilities 

when the males and tne females are actively participating in civic act

ivities. The changes taking place in our civilization are so rapid 

that new learnings are necessary to understand the complexities of life. 

Another aim of adult education is to help adults learn to do better the 

desirable things and help them discover higher activities and a desire 

to achieve them. It can be further said that the goals of adult edu

c~tion are self realization, improvement in human relations, increased 

eoonomy and efficiency and greater competence in citizenship which are 

within the reach of almost all the people. 

Women contribute towards the preservation of culture through the 

medium of education. The boundaries of education and culture overlap. 

Culture is the sum total of the customs, values, standards, 'folkways 

and mores of a conununity or a society practiced by the people. It in

cludes its sciences, its arts, its religion and customs, its moral and 

legal codes, its social forms and its various institutions. All cultures 

like the Western culture, the Chinese culture, or the Islamic culture, 

are distinct from each other and are the results of different kinds of 

thinking and behavior by the people involved. 1very society prepares 

its individuals for competence to live a life warranted by its culture. 

Education, which imparts this training and makes this preparation 

possible becomesi therefore, a means for the propagation of culture. 

Wlth the changing sod.al conditions, culture makes room for many devi

ations in order to cope with the new conditions, otherwise existence 



would be difficult. A culture consists of elements which have been 

handed down by tradition, having undergone little or no change on one 

hand, and) on the other} elements which have been mo¢1.ified due to the 

changing environment of the world. The desire to break away from the 

past conflicts with the tendency towards preservation of culture and 

its traditional forms. Hence, educational programs are based on the 

past and the present as well as on future trends. 
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The need to educate women is set against this cultural background. 

It is imperative that while the education must enable women to meet to

day1s requirements, it must not isolate them from the rich past. The 

richness of the past is to be preserved through cor).tinuing with basic 

traditional forms. One of the most expressive and impressive forms is 

clothing. Therefore, the education of women in Pakistan must be so 

designed as to bring them up=to-date without severing any links with 

the Islamic culture. In developing a method for teaching of clothing, 

the aim, primarily, i1:3 to construct garments traditionally worn by 

newer and modern techniques,; as the techniques in fashion are outdated 

and the need to revise them appears, new methods become necessary in 

order to keep pace with the rest of the technological development, 

Clothing 5:£ Women in Pakistan 

Clothing is determined by the culture of the people, as it depicts 

the mode of behavior., religion and ways of living. Like any other phase 

of life, clothing has also been subject to change and modification. The 

changes in the pattern o.f clothing and perpetual desire to break from 

conformity, can only be .felt in the cities, which have better contacts 
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w~th the outside world. In the villages and other remote areas, tra

ditional costumes are still prevalent. The changes found in clothing 

are in the current styles and fashions, but the garments worn are basic

ally the same, 

In modern times? man 1 s revolt has been accelerated through the im

pact of industrialization which has brought in new ways of life and work, 

faith and belief, The change in the ways of our life is necessary to 

keep pace with the changing conditions of the world, but therEJ is danger 

that it may go too far, In order to restore balance and attain sta

bility, the changes necessitated by the dictates of modern life should 

be fused with the ideals and ways of Pakistani social behavior and 

should not altogether supplant them so that the nation can preserve the 

cultural identity. 

Islamic culture was a successor to what had been achieved by man

kind in different spheres of life, The rich cultural traditions of 

Assyrian and Babylonian science, Egyptian and Greek wisdom, Jewish and 

Christian religious experiences were all drawn upon, put into the cru

cible provided by the Islamic ideology and transformed into a perfect

ly new and original pattern, Islamic culture occupies a unique place 

of its own bEJcause 3 in spite of all the assirQilations, it was success

ful in retaining the good points of the different cultures mentioned 

abovey eliminating ·what experiences had proved to be harmful to those 

societies. 

Culture defines the ways and behavior of its people and the mode 

of appareL Due to the cultural differences, people in different parts 

o.f the world dress differently;,, which makes them individuals belonging 
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to a un;l.que cul t1,1re, Islam has influence on the clothes worn by Muslims. 

According to Islam, women are required to be modest, and to refrain from 

unn~ce13sary display of femin=i;ni, ty. The dresses worn by th$ women of 

Pakistan are fundamentally in conformity with the religious ideals of 

preserving feminine dignity. 

The costumes worn by the women of Pakistan also have a dignity pe

culiar to the ancient civilization. The range and style worn show a 

great contrast. They range from the au,stere classic beauty of the 

0 sari11 and the graceful delicate folds of the 11 gharara11 , which can be 

compared to the full length skirt, the modernized line and contours of 

the P1,1njabi dress which ;is the 11 shalwar kameez 11 and 11 dopatta 11 to the 

dress worn by the village women which is known as the 11 kurta11 and 

n1ungi11 • 'J'he 11kurta" is cl. straight shirt coming to about the J<nees, 

w;i.th a :rq.andarin collar buttoned in the front; the sleeves are usually 

long with or without cuffs. 

The 111ungi11 is a straight two and one-half yards of material which 

is wrapped around the waist and comes clear down to the ankles. 

The Hgharara" was originally worn by the Muslim women of Delhi, 

.Al:i,garh c1,.nd Lucknow. It is made of three parts. The righarl:!,ra11 or the 

skirt, rE;:aching down to the ankles, the shirt or 11 kameez" and the 11 dop

atta11. The "dopattarr is a two and one-half yard straight piece of ma

terial which may be wrapped around the head and shoulders in different 

novel ways. 

The majority of women in East Pakistan wear the 11sari 11 • It has be

come a fashion in West Pakistan where more and more women are adapting 

this as an every-day dress, The 11sari 11 is made of five to Si¥ yards of 



drapabl~ ~ter1.il, The Parsi women wear the "sarill in a different 

ma,pner than the non-P,;3.rsis. 

The ttsh.a;Lwa;r:, kameez 11 and 11 ctopatta11 is commonly known a~ the 
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Pu.njabi dress. It is now worn in all the provinces of Pak~stan. It is 

f3. dress which a girl of nine and a woman of thirty can wear with equal 

ease and comfort. For every-day wear, the 11 shctlwar11 is usually of white 

cotton material, while printed material for the shirt can be either 

cotton., linen or silk. The 11 dopatta11 is usually of fj_ne muslin, net, 

ch:i,.ff9n pr georgette. The 11 kameez 11 or the shirt has undergone a radi

cal c~ange in the last few years, 

For for)Jl.a,l wear the materials used are rich brocades, satins, 

crepes, etc, The ,;3.ccents are carried out caref1.illy and cleverly in 

~hoes, jewelry and purses. 

The dresses worn by men in the v:Lllages of Punjab are the same as 

the ones worn by village women, (lungi and kurta), but in the cities 

the tren4 is toward Western dress, i.e., sports coats, suits, dinner 

jackets~ etc. Little boys dress similarly to their elder brothers and 

fathers. Little girls in the villages wear miniature styles of what 

the mothers wear, wh:Ue those living ;in the cities wear frocks and 

~resses. The age at which they change into the customary mode of dress 

varies, lhe age range could be said to be between eight to fourteen 

yl;'lars. 

From the above description of the dresses worn by the women in 

Paktstan it is evident that the emphasis is placed on elegance, econ

omy, and effectivenec,s wi thot+t viola ting the religious conc~pts of mod

esty, dignity and femininity. In so doing, however, the modern need of 
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prac~;i.c~bj,li'hy il:i not overlooked. 11 Shalwar11 and llkameez", for instance, 

~an be wor~ tor doing any work. Women in Pakistan have played many 

;i.nte~ational games in this dress, including lawn tennis. In places 

where so mueh act,iv;i. ty as in games is not required, the ttsari11 has 

proved to be convenient for work also. Sari's dignity and practic

ability, in fact, so impressed the outside world that the British Over

seas Airways Corporation selected this as one of the dresses for its 

air hostesses on international flights. For doing domestic work, in

cluding help in tilling land in villages, any of these dresses is 

convenient and eaqh is frequently used by women in various parts of 

the cou.nt,ry. 

Thus the dresses worn by Pakistani women are versatile, They 

fulfill the religious requi:t1ements, they add to the feminine dignity, 

tl+ey preserve the feminine grace. These are as practical as any other 

dress worn elsewhere in the world and these continue to reflect the 

cuiture and tradition with all its manifestations. 



CHAPTER III 

PRESENTATION OF DATA 

The problem in pursuit was to develop teaching materials for pattern 

drafting of Pakistan;L clothes to be used by social workers and teachers 

of the secondary schools. 

The teachE;Jrs are college graduates. They are well acquainted with 

the problems and the needs of the villages because they are a part of the 

Sc;Une people. Their college education is generally in the field of home 

economics, Teachers in the field of clothing also receive sufficient 

schooling in this subject, and often receive additional training in the 

methods of teaching. 

Social workers are voluntary workers devoting much of their time and 

energy to social welfare work. Many careers have been opened for women 

want:l,.ng to do social welfare work as paid workers, as more and more need 

for full time workers is recognized. In order to further this program, 

the central government helped in setting up an independent body called 

the National Counci], of Social Works. A vast Village Aid program was also 

launched providing greater scope and opportunity for women to choose ca

reers as home economists and general social workers, These social workers 

helped underdeveloped communities in literacy, in uplifting standards of 

livine;, anct in improving health and hygiene, Literacy is the most im ... 

portant of a],l the aspects mentioned above, 

.34 
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Literacy in Pakistan is only nineteen per cent, out of which, 

according to Zahida, only 11 four per cent are women,1126 This shows that 

there is a tremendous need to educate the people to bring about the de-

sired development. Literacy, as Warren says, 11 is a basic skill'l, Ill-

iterate people are by no means stupid; those who confuse ignorance with 

lack of intelligence make a serious mistake, 

Psychologists believe learning can be achieved in two different 

ways, classical conditioning and operant learning. In classical con-

ditioning, repetition is necessary. Repetition, if used in teaching 

illiterates, could prove to be an effective method. Repetition of facts 

and principles to be taught, associating them with words, objects, and 

expressions used in every-day life makes learning easier. Educationists 

believe that the lecture-demonstration method is one of the most effect-

ive methods of teaching any age group, including adults. Perception of 

objects, things, and people helps visualize and conceive those objects, 

things, and people easier. 

Mrs. R. Bentley, a rr~ssionary in Mexico, who was helping in the de-

velopment of its literacy program, emphasized in a discussion with the 

author that the methods used to teach should be quick so that they 

would keep the students attentive and not bore them with useless ex-

pressions which would discourage them. The subject matter, every day, 

should add to what students have learned previously, otherwise they will 

think nothing is being accomplished. In order to be able to educate, 

26AJ..i Zahida, Status of Women in Pakistan. Pakistan Quarterly, 
Karachi, Pakistan. Vol. VI~, N~ ~ 
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good teaching material in the fie+d concerned is required. 

'Tn,e study is concerned with developing teaching material for 

teachers in the field of cl9thing construction who are .teaching the vill

age women in Pakistan. Since both, the regular professional teachers 

an~ the soeial workers, have sufficient education themselves, this in

struction material is aimed at giving them a broad outline of the meth

ods tnat ~ust be ado~ted in teaching clothing construction to illiterate 

students instead of specifying and limiting the method to a set of ex

ercises. A few of the most common garwents worn every day in the 

villa~~s Qf fakist~n have been used to illustrate in detail what is 

sugge~ted to be a good way of teaching the village women. This is to 

explain to the teacher very clearly what this study wishes to achieve. 

Bas+c Gar~ents Selected 

In choosi~ a sample set of dresses, it was recognized that l'kurta" 

anc;i "lungi1' are most frequently wmm by both men and women during 

~ummer, with women using an additional 11 dopatta11 • In winter, "kurta11 is 

l:'eplaced by 1fkameez11 ~ Children usually wear 11knicker11 with 11 kurta11 

which has the saPte pattern as the 11 kurta11 worn by adults. 

Therefore, the illustrative plates present drafted patterns for 

"kameez", "kurta", and "knickers" with all the relevant and necessary 

instructions. Since both "lungi 11 and 11 dopatta 11 are straight pieces of 

cloth, no drafting of patterns is needed for them. The set of garments 

presented thus covers one pair each of summer and winter garments worn 

in villages of Pakistan py men, women and children, 
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Tl;PeS .2£. Patterns Needed 

In ~sing the method outlined in this study, the teacher is required 

to ~evelop her own individual pattern drafts to teach her students. In 

so doing~ it is emphasized that the teacher must restrict herself to 

simple patterns without complicated lines. She must also ensure that 

the patterns she chooses for drafting be of garments in common use. This 

suggestion of using mostly the every day wear for pattern drafting is 

~ot to restrict her scope, b~t the pupil, just beginning to learn draft-

ing, will be more interested in clothes used frequently and will conse-

q~ently respond with grea~er interest. 

How to Make and Distribute Patterns ~"""""""'~-.-

A good basic principle; in education is to show how to do, but to,.let 

th~ students do most of the actual work. Therefore, the teacher should 

~void q~stributing patterns herself. She should invite class partici~ 

p~tion in drafting of patterns, and should motivate students to do so on 

their own initiative so that their senses of participation and achieve-

ment are aroused. 

In drafting of patterns, teachers should pay special attention to 

the taking of measurements. Measurements should be accurate to get the 

best results. Since taking one's own measurements needs considerable 

practice for accuracy, teachers should have a student take her own 

measurements and then have the measurements taken by another student 

for a check. 
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}?asic Measurements Involved 

The sample lesson note::i at the end of this chapter and the rest of 

the plates in the appendix, illustrate the basic measurements that 

should be stressed by the teacher, Accuracy in taking measurements is 

necessary for a goad fitted garment. The teacher should check each stu

dent when they are taking measurements to ensure that it is being done 

in the correct manner. Necessary undergarments, Le., a well fitted 

oras~iere and a slip should be worn when taking measurements. One 

should be standing straight when being measured, After the paper pat

tern is dr,;i.fted it shoµld be tried on the individual to see the results, 

The measurements which are necessary to draft a basic bodice block 

a.re J.,isted below: 

1, Across back - measure from armscye to ar:rnscye, 4 to 5 inches 

below the neck, 

2. Chest - measure above the bust - the smallest part just above 

the bust, 

3. Center back ~- measure from the center back of the neck (socket 

bone) to the waist. 

4. Bust - measure over the fullest part of the bust. 

5. Lemgth - measure from the tip of the shoulder over the bust to 

the desired length above or below the knee, 

6. Undel" arm - measure from the armpit to the desired length 

above or below the knee. 

7. Shoulder seam - measure from the neck to the tip of the 

shoulder bone, 

8. Neck ·- measure around the base qf the neck. 



9. Arxnscye .. measu,re a,round the arm, bringing the tape under the 

arm back to the starting point. 

10, S+eeve length~ measure with the arm bent from the tip of the 

sb.oulder bone over the elbow to the wrist. 
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11, Upper arm - measure around the muscular part of the arm, about 

6 to 8 inches from the shoulder bone. 

12. Wrist - measure at the base of the arm, just above the hand. 

Measurements needed for the knickers are: 

1, Waist - measur~ the smallest part of the torso between the 

chest and the hips. 

2, Hips - measure over the fullest part of the buttocks. 

3" Crotch.,,. measure from the waist from the center of the back 

of the se1;1.t. 

4, Length - measure from the waist to the thighs, or as desired. 

5. Thigh~ measure around the fullest part of the thigh 4 to 5 

inches below the hips. 

Seam Allowances 

Seam aJJ,owance;;, $hould be added to the drafted patterns before the 

cutting of the garment. 

The standard allowance for seams at the neck, the armscye, the 

sleeve is 5/Bths of an inch., while the under arm seams can vary from 

5/8th of an inch to one inch, depending on the t3rpe of the garment and 

the kind of seams to be used. 



Crite:r;i..a 

Th~ Qriter~a ~ga~nst whicp the developed teaching material was 

j'l,l.q.geo., was developed after careful study of how to teach people ( to 

re~ct anct writeL In order to know how to teach, books on adult edu

cat;f..on and on teaching of illiterates were consulted. The authors of 

the~e books Qelieved that teaching should be clear and efficient; and 

what is being taught be simp+e, progressive and economical. On the 

basis of the above information for evaluating instructional material 

for illiterate people, the criteria against which the study was judged 

w~s divided into two groups: 

1. Tlle first group had the set of criteria against which the 

objectives of g~ving general guidance to the teacher were 

eva;t.uated, 

2. The se.conq group had the set of criteria against which the 

effecyiveness of the suggested material was to be evaluated, 

it it were to be used directly for teaching. 

Group :i;. The criteriia against which the teaching instructions were 

qudged is ~s follows; 

1, Cla:t>ity; 

{a) Does th.is study convey clearly to the teacher 

what the learning process of Pakistani village 

women is? 

(b) Does this study convey to the teacher clearly how 

to conduct a teaching program for the maximum 

benefit to the village women? 
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2, Efficiency: 

Does the SaJ!lple lesson plan indicate clearly to the 

teache~ what is suggested to be the best method of 

teaching pattern drafting to the village women of 

Pakistan? 

Group II: The eriteria against which the drafted patterns appended to 

the study were judged is as follows: 

1. Simpl.ici ty: 

(a) Are the designs and the method adequate enough to 

teach the pertin~nt fundamentals of drafting 

patterns to the Pakistani village women? 

(b) Do the inst:ructions include all necessary steps 

for producing an accurately drafted pattern? 

(c) Are the patterns simple enqugh for a person be

ginning to learn drafting of patterns? 

2. Progressiveness: 

(a) Will the learning provided be sufficient for the 

students to be able to design their own patterns? 

(b) Will the knowledge gained help the students de

velop means for drafting of new patterns inde

pendently after one set of lessons to draft 

patterns has been completed? 

3, Economica.J,: 
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'Will the method used teach drafting of patterns in a simple way so 

that; 

(a) Excessive time is not spent on drafting of patterns 
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by Pakistani village women? 

Cb) C0nsicterable economy of money is achieved by not 

getting the patterns drafted by lldarzi"? 

Home Economics Leaders on the Panel of Judges --.---.-

'The panel o:f judges cons:j..sted of eight members from the various 

fields of home economics. The fields represented were chosen so that 

the t~ac~ing material could be judged from different points of view. 

The fields involved tn this study were of clothing, education in the 

~evel9pment of the material, and extension and social services in its 

application, The leaders of clothing and education were of college 

level~ ~he leaders of the extension service worked with rural conunun~ 

itie~, whi~e the social service leader had worked on a program of 

teaching how to reaq and write. One of the leaders of education also 

had the opportunity of being in Pakistan. 



GOALS LEAB.NING EXPERIENCE 
FOR STUDENTS 

SUGGESTIONS FOR 
THE TEACHErt 

UNIT FLA.l"\l 

BASIC 
LEARNING 

--- ·------ -··· --- .. --. --- -- - ,;f;!i 

To help 
students 
T ~earn 
fiow to 
draft 
patterns 
for 
simple 
garments 

Observing and taking 
accurate measure
ments 

Work-in groups of two 
to take accurate 
measurements 

Record-measurements 
while taking, for 
accuracy and to 
avoid repetition 

Draft patterns and 
check with recorded 
measurements 

Make desired changes 
if necessary 

Show how to take 
measurements 
correctly 

Check each group 
while measure
ments are being 
taken 

Teacher helps 
check measure
ments 

Teacher shows 
how to make 
changes where 
necessary 

A few easily 
taken body 
measurements 
determine the 
correct size 
of garment 
patterns 

Accuracy of 
measurements 
is essential 
for drafting 
patterns 

The ability 
to fit and 
minor alter
ations can 
be developed 

EVALUATION 

.Ask qil. es ti ons 
in class 

Time taken for 
draft -and 
accuracy 

Teacher 1 s 
personal 
observations 

REFERENCE BOOKS FOR 
LESSON PLAN AND 
TEA.CHING AIDS 

1. Carson - Row You 
Look and Dress. 

2. Tanous, H~ Nicol
Designing Your Own 
Patterns. 

J. Mansfield, Evelyn 
A, - Clothing Con
struction. 

4, Gebbia, Anthony 
S, - Garment Design 
for Women and Children. 

5. Someland, Yonne 
E~ - Lets Get Your 
Pattern Altered. 

6. Better Homes and 
Gardens - Sewing~
Book. 

Tape measure 

Charts showing how 
to take measurements 

f; 



UNIT-P.LAN ( Continued) 

GOALS 

Checking 
patterns 

LEARNING EXPERIENCE 
FOR STUDENTS 

Complete patterns 
with necessary 
pattern marks ... i O 9_; ' 
grain line, fqlds, 
etc~ 

Try the completed 
pattern 

Check-patterns for 
correct fitting de
tails, width at bust, 
arinfi.ole position; 
length, neckline, etc. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR 
THE 1'EACHER 

Check to see 
that each student 
has necessary 
indicative"inarks 
or1 the pattern:, -
1.-e.; rara· J.irie ~ 
grain line_, etc. 

The teacher shows 
students how to 
try completed 
patterns and
helps in check
ing 

BASIC 
LEAR..l'J ING 

Well marked 
patterns 
make their
us-e easier, 
raster and 
more ef_fic
ient 

Accuracy of 
patterns cari 
be-partially 
determined 
by -compar--
ing''pattern 
with·· ooay --
measurements 

Trying paper 
pattern for 
perfectly 
fitted gar
merit is ·-
necessary 

EVALUATION 

-ires t under
standing of 
identifying 
markings by 
asking stu
dents tci 
icientify 
markings 

Check the 
actual draft
ed -pattern 
for neatness 
and accuracy 
of fit 

REFERENCE BOOKS FOR 
LESSON PLAN AND 
TEACHING AIDS 

Pattern books and 
charts 

Class demonstrations 

'The-test-of-the draTted patterns for accuracy, proper fit and neatness can only be seen after the garment 
iif ·cut~· sewn, and tried. The actual trying of the pattern may indicate whether the method used for 
drafting is desirable. 

!t would be advisable not to get into drafting of other patterns before the first one is tried on and -g:: 
checked. 
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~ ~ample Lesson Plan 

Top~~ of the Lesson - Taking body measurements ...,-- --,·, -., . 

Objeetiyes 
I 

Teacher"" To teach students a method or a way of taking body 

measurements. 

Students - To learn how to take body measurements c::orrectly and 

accurately, 

Introductioµ - Neat and well fitted gar:rnents are those which follow the 

lines o;f the hwnan body. Since no two individuals are exactly alike in 

size and shape, garments also must be of different sizes and shapes, and 

closely related to the human 1:?ody for which they are planned, Size and 

shape :i.s determined by measuring, using a flexible tape or a cord which 

has the units of :measurement marked upon it, In order to get the best 

results the measurements need to be taken correctly and accurately. 

Accuracy :i,.n taking measurement will determine the fitti:µg of the finish-

ed garment. Since the human body appears at its best in a straight 

upright position, all measurements for pattern making are taken while 

persons ar(;l standing straight3 maintaining good posture, The necessary 

unde;r-gari:nents like the brassiere and the slip, should b\3 well fitted, 

fo;J..lowing the lines of the body loosely but smoothly. 

MAJOR UNDERSTA!JDING9 TO BE TAUGHT 

1. Garments made from correctly 
sized patterns fit better. 
The same type o.f garments 
differ as much as the people 
who wec),r them, 

SUGGESTED STUDENT LEARNING 
EXPERIENCES 

A demonstration showing differ
ences in the sizes and shapes of 
a simple garment ma.de for quite 
different individuals, 



( Contitmed) 

MAJOR VND~STANDINGS TO BE TAUGHT 

2. Garment patterns which are 
made . using.·· individual body 
measu.;rementsenable persons 
to have niuch neater and 
better fitting garments 

3. Heasurements of the larger 
part of the human body de
termine the size of the 
pattel;'n, 

4. Body measurements are made by 
the use of a ruled tape or 
cord. 

5. Accuracy in reading and in~ 
terpreting the :measuring units 
on a tape or a cord is neces
sary in determining the 
measurements of any object, 

6, The measurements to be taken 
first are those,of tbg,larger 
parts of the Qody since they 
determine the size of the 
pattern and garment. 

7. The main parts to be measured 
are the bust, the waistJ the 
hips and the shoulderso 

8. In a well and snuggly fitted 
garment the fit is determined 
by the chest, the back.i the 
armhole and the neckline 
measurements. 

9, A chart of body measurements 
showing the differences in 
height increases understand.,... 
ing of personal fitting 
problems. 
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SUGGESTED STUDENT LEARNING 
EXPERIENCES 

Students compare garments made by 
patterns with those which were not 
made by patterns. (A student or 
students model the types of 
garment for judging by class 
members). 

Students compare garments of 
different sizes to determine 
wherein they are different. 

Stud en ts examine measuring ins tru
ments available or make a measur
ing device from a cord or strips 
of fabric and study their mark
ings. 

Class members practice taking and 
interpreting measurements of 
simple objects until each is sure 
that she can use the tape or the 
cord accurately. 

Students discuss and define the 
larger body.parts and the measure
ments which determine the size of 
garments. 

The students locate the different 
parts of the body to be measured 
in order to be sure they know the 
measurement to taken. 

Class members discuss what is 
meant by the chest; the back, the 
armhole and the neckline measure
ments and practice taking them. 

The students study a previously 
prepared chart of figure types. 



(Continued) 

MA.JOR UNDERSTANDINGS TO BE TAUGHT 

lO, Some body measurements a,re 
difficult to take alone, 
therefore-more accurate 
measureme~ts can be obtained 
when they are taken by an~ 
other person. 

ll. As no two individuals are 
alike, the differences in 
the body measurements are 
interesting to note. 

12, Greater accuracy is obtained 
when measurements taken are 
checked by the teacher. 

1.3. AJ.l garments must be large 
enough to allow for free 
movement of the boqy. 
Pattern~although based upon 
actual body measurements 
taken, must be large enough 
to allow for this freedom. 
The difference between actual 
body measurements and those 
for a comfortable garment is 
called ease. 

14. The amount of ease allowed 
varies for different parts of 
the body. The standard allow
ance is 3 to 4 inches at the 
bust, 1 to 2 inches at the 
waist and 4 to 5 inches at 
t413 hips. 

15. No ease is allowed nor is it 
needed, for those parts of 
the body which are not 
affected by movement. 

SUGGEST ED STUDENT LEARNING 
~ERIENCES 

Class members select working 
partners. 

Class members take each others 
meast,i.rements, make a chart and 
compare measurements. 

Each student consul ts the 
teacher regarding the accuracy 
of her measurements and records 
them for future use. 
(See page 49). 
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Students compare the measurements 
of a well fitted garment to the 
actual body measurements of the 
persons for whom it was planned. 

Class members add the amount of 
ease suggested to the following 
body measurements previously 
recorded: bust.9 waist, hips. 



~jor Conclusions or Summary 
. I . . ·, 

~. Measurements show differences in body sizes. 

?· individual differences account for different shapes and sizes. 

3, Accuracy and correctness have relation with a better fit of the 

garment, 

4. Th~ size of the pattern is determined by the size of the bust and 

hips, 

Ass~gn)Jl.ept for the Next Lesson 

1. Practice taking measurements. 

2, Be thinking about the lesson taught in class (a review), 
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The illustrative materials suggested, i.e., charts of silhouettes, etc., 

could be obtained from other countries like the United States, and 

adapted to the use of Pakistani people, If this is not possible, they 

co~ld be made by the teacher, Some of the things which could be made 

and Uijed from one class to another are: 

(a) Full sized patterns for each garment. 

(b) Figure or posture charts. 

(c) Charts showing different figure types. 

(d) Chart showing enlarged measuring tape wlth unit markings on it. 

Teachers note 

The teacher will provide equipment to be used in the next lesson i.e., 

paper~ rulers, pencils {black, red and blue), straight head pins and 

erasers. 

N.B. This lesson plan is just a sample lesson plan for the day. 

Other lessons will have to be thought out as clearly before 

teaching the class, 
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PERSONAL MEASUREMENT RECORD 

Serial Body Allowance Actual pattern 
Nos. measure- for ease of measurements 

;men ts movement 

1. Acroc)s Back 15.rr none 7i·" (} of 1.5 11 ) 

2, Chest 1411 none 711 (! of 1411 ) 

J. Bust 3611 r 3-411 1011 Ci of L.0 11 ) 

4. Center Back 1611 none 1611 

5. Length 42" none 42 11 

-

6. Shoulder Seam 51.11 
2 l 

none 5!" 

7, Armscye l ?1' I none 17 11 

8. 1 Sleeve Length 22 11 none 22 11 

r, 
';I, Upper Arm 12 11 1=2!1 13 11 

--

10. Wrist 6" none 611 

11. Hips 39 11 4=5 11 11 11 (! of 4411 ) 

, .. ~ ... ,_,. ... ---
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Suggested Time Division ..-----. 

lst,q.ay r A. genE;lral introduction: 

Get acquainted with the class. 

Find out how much the students already know apout what is 

to be taught (pre-test). Plan accordingly as unnecessary 

repetitio;n can be tiresome. 

2nd ~ay ~ Exp~ain to the class the course and the goals to be achieved. 

Decide on a set of patterns to be drafted, Ask students to 

b;ring necessary equipment to begin work the following day. 

3rd day,,., Demonstrate how to take measurements with students partici-

pating in groups of two. 

4th ciay - Draft tne first pattern to illustrate the basic techniques. 

5th and - Get the class to driaft individual patterns and indicate 
6th'day 

their markings. 

7th d,;1y,... Begin fitting of paper patterns with the help of the 

teachers. 

8th day - Check and make necessary alterations, marking pat terns 

accordingly. 

9th ciay "" :Place patterns on fabric, cut out the garment. 

10th day~ Transfer all pattern markings to the fabric. 

11th and - '.rest drafted patterns by making and trying the garment 
12th day 



Worn in the villages by men, women and children. 

Tp.e fabric 1,.1,sually is heavy cotton like 11 Khadar 11 , 

"Latha", 11Malaeshia11 • The colors are bright for 

both trie sexes. 

lt is a winter garment, the costume is completed 

1;:,y a 3rungi, with an additional 11dopatta11 for 

women only. 
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I~ . NECK BAND 

FRONT BAND 

, I\ ',.. FRONT 

~' SLEEVE 

_.. • · CuFF 

~ ...-= I SLIT 

PLATE I IJ1. 
I'\) 



FIG. A 

FIG. B 

PLATE 2 

53 

ACROSS BACK 

MEASURE ACROSS 

THE BROADEST PART 
OF THE BACK BE TWEEN 

THE SHOULDERS. 

BusT. M1:AsuRE' 
OVER THE FULLEST 
PART OF THE BUST. 



PLATE 3 
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LENGTH. MEASURE" 

FROM THE TOP OF 
THE SHOULDER BRING 
THE. TAPE OVER THE 

TIPOF THE BUST TO 
THE KNEE: OR BELOW 
TH£ KNEE .. 



PLATE 4 
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UNDERARM LENGTH 

MEASURE FROM UNDER 

THE ARM TO THE' KNEE 
OR BELOW THE KNEE. 



FIG. A 

AP..MHOLE 

MEASURE 
AROUND THE 

I 
ARM OVER. THE. 

SHOULDER 

BONE AS 
SHOWN .. 

PLATE 5 

FIG. B 

NECK 

\ 
MEASURE 
LOOSELY 

AROUND THE' 
NECK. 



PLATE 6 
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'3LEEVE LENGT~I 

MEASURE OVER 

A BENT ELBOW 
FROM THE TOP 

OF THE SHOULDER 
TO THE WRIST. 



FIG. A 

WRIST 

MEASUR£ 
AROUND 
THE WRIST 

J'UST ABO\JE 
THE HAND. 

PLATE 7 

FIG. B 

SHOULDER 

SEAM. 

MEASURE 
FROM THE 
NAPE OF" 
THE NECK 
TO THE 
SHOULDER 
BONE. 

\n. 
Q::) 



F 
A ~ ~ 

F ~ 

DI ~-• 

C I f 1-i 

E I ""' 

BAC.K. 

B I< 

PLATE 8 

f. DRAW A LINE 'AB' ON THE LEFT HAND 5lD£ OF 

THE PAPER. CENTRE BACK LENGiH. 

J.. FRo·M 'A' MEASURE 11.2. 0 oowN MARKING As Po1NT 10: 

3. MARK POINT \c1 i+Y,. ° FROM \A1• 

,.MARK Po1NT'E' s~" FROM 'A'. 

5. DRAW Ll/'1£5 ACR05 5 THE: PAPER FROM 'D'., 'C','E~'g 

b.ON LINE\~ MEASURE~ - , /<A15£ T/.115 POINT Y.2." 
MARKING POJNT'F'. :ro1N 'A!TO'F' IN A SLIGJ..Jr CURVE. 

1.FRoM .POINT \F' ON LINE\ o' M~A'5LIR.E Tl-I£ SHOULDER 
LENGTH l'<lARKING POll'iT'G'. 

i. ON LINE 'C' MEASURE Y~ AC/<055 BACK MEASURE- . 
MENT I MARKING POINT 'H~ 

q. ON LINE\~ ME'ASURE 14 OF THE BUST + I I/ 

MA~KING POINT 'I~ 

T n ,, ,1 
10.JOIN rOINTS t= TOG, 

11. Jo1N 'G/ TO'H' IN A STRAIGHT LINE EXTENDING TO 
\t 8Y MAKING A SLIGHT CURVE. 

Id.. FROM 'I' DR.AW A 5TR.AIGHT LIME :TOINING UNI:: 
'ef AT POINT 'K!. 

~ 



M 

E~ I ~z • 
R 

,f. ON THE LEFT HAND SIDE OF THE PAPER DRAW A LJHE 
'OD MEA5UR1N& C.ENTRE FRONT LENGTH. 
r \ I 

,._ rROM 'o' MEASURE 1/:i. 1
' AND MARK A'S POrN T E • 

3 MARK POINT 'K' <a'f:,.'' FROM 'o' . 
Lt FROM PO/NT lK/ MEASURE 1'/;._ INCHES UP, AND MARK 

AS PO/NT 'F'. 

5" DRAW LINE5 ACR055 THE PAPER FROM \o:'E';~K,1D 
Fl \~ 
k 1 'tr ._ b ON LiNE 'o' MEA'5URE 3//J MA1<.K.ING POINT' M'. 

FRONT 

D j 

PLATE 9 

1 ON LINE 'OD' MEA'5URE 3 1
1 MA~K A-S POINT'R1• ::ro1N 

'M' TO 'R' IN A.. CURVE'D LINE AS SHOWN JN FIG-URE. 
'l L . I 

1ROM PO/NTl M I ON LI NE 'E MEA"SLIRE THE SHOULDER 

LENGTH 1 MARK A'S POINT'Z/ TOIN POINT\M'AND'z.' 

q ON LINE 'F' Mt.ASLJRE" Jl::i Tl-IE CHEST ,AND MARK PDINTt/ 

10 ON LINE 'K' MEASURE ilf OF THE BU'ST + / Y;i.'', MARKING. 
POINT 'r' 

11 Jo1N 'Z1 TO I BY A C.Ul<VE LINE, TOUCHING PO/NT 

'N~ 
f- \ I 

12 rrzoM I DRAW A STRAIGHT LINE :fOIN/NG- LIN£ D AT POINT~.r' 



<P 
Z' 
1-

B 

1. PLAC.E THE FRONT AND THE. BACK 

~ TOGETHER AT T; HE SHOULDER SEAMS. 
z 
~ ~- ON THE FRONT MEASURE ON 

Li: THE NECKLINE AND TH£ ARMHOL~ 

0, I/ MARKIN& AS P0Jl'{T5 '/i. Al'ID 
'B~ 

!;. ON THI: BACK M£A5URE I j4- If 

ON TH£ ARMHOLE I MARI< A1 f}OJNT 

'D~ 

4. ON T Hf CE NTl<E: BACK t...lN£ 
MEA SUR£ I~ I/ NAf<KING A~. 

POINT'C. 

i Jo1N ALL THf POINTS AS 5HOWN 
IN THE FIGURE. 

PLATE 10 0 
I-' 



L. 

t DRAW A LlNE \ LH' WHICH MEASURES THE SLEEVE 
LENO-TH. 

Jl,. FROM POINT'C.. MEASURE THE: HEIGTH OF 
THE CAP, DRAW LINE 1CE' WHIC.H MEASURES 
THE UPPER· MEASUREMENT. 

JE 
~- FROM POINT \I!. MEASURE THE E'LBOW LENGTH 

AND DRAW LINE 'DF' EGUAL TO tcE.' 

4-.FRoM POINTS.'C'AND'E' DRAW LtNES PER-
PENDICULAR TO'CE', TO POINT \t'S1 LENGTH. 

5'" JoiN POINT5 lf5 /H' AND\G' 6Y A STRAIGTH LINE 

D ~ 
"· JoiN POINT 't. TO POINT"c: AND PONT't'.. TO 

POlNT"E1 
• 

..,.FROM '"~MEASURE 1'f OF LINE \LC~ RAISE Tlfl5 
POINT in 1 AND MARK AS POINT \M~ 

8- FROM tC' MEASUKE Y'+- OF LIME "C~, M~ASUR£ 

fq. 11 BELOW THE LiNE , AND MARI< AS POINT 'N 1
• 

or. FRoM \[. MEASURE. v~ OF LINE 'LE": RA15E TH-IS 
POINT y,_" 1 AN MARk'. A-5 POINT 'K'. 

a 0 M i G, tO ~ LINE' BH<~/ KEEPING 'H' A~ THE CENTRE 
MEASURE THE WRIST MARKING POIMT6 'o' AND 'R: 

PL.ATE. II 11 JoiN POINTS tc,'r·(\.t(, tl, 'K, ANdE' A5 SHOWN IN FIG. 

1:t.·J01tt POINT5 \c.'TO 'o'., AND 'e' TO \fl. 
°' f\) 



FRONT BACK 

K 

Df I I . f 
I • E . 
I : I 
---------------------- ____ J 
6 A 

To PREPARE. THE SLEEVE FOR THE CUFF AND THE 

PLAC.KET 

1. MEASURE TUf. WIDTH OF THE CUl="F" ON THE 
SLEEVE FROM 'A' MAiK A6 POiMT t:,.( 

: . t"l£AjLJR.E FRDt1 .'81AND tvfl+llK. 115 PO/NT 'D. 
~- Jo1N 'C: TO 'D' BY A 5 T1VIIGHT LINE: • 

; · FoR THE PLACKET OPENING- MEASURE !4 oF THE BACK HALF' 

OF THE SLEfVE FiDM 'c~ AND /YIPri.K As POINT ,.E, 

S" fioM "E. 1 MEASU~E 6 ~ JJP M-A-~K iMG PDIMT 'K ~ 
' Jo,N IE 'TO 'K' I FDR PLACf<.ET OPENING. 

PLATE 12 
°' w 



A 

'~ 

64 

1· DRAW A LINE: 'AB1WHICH l:.QUAlS 
THE WRIST ·MEASUREMENT+ 
l''. 

1·DRAW PERPENDICULAR LINES 
8 

FROM POINTS '8' AND 'A' MEA51JflNG 

5'') MARKING PoJNTS 'D1 AND t:'. 

£ - - - - - - - - . J: -------F ~-JotN 'D'TO 'c~ 
FOL.D 

FIG. A 

' 

lf,:MA4CK MID POINTS ON LftiE~ 

"A Ci AND '8 D'., A'S POINTS 1E"1 

D AND'F'. 

5Jo/N 1E1To'F' BY A DOTTED 
LINE WHICH 15 TUE FOLD 
LINE. 

<4. FoLD AT LINE E F 

~ M~A5URE VLI, FROM POINTS 'E' 
+ AND 'F' R.ESfE.CTIVELY . 

E FOLD 1- + F ·cr·~--------... 1=-: e, CuRVb THE CORNtR-:5 A"5 - J .:t;r - SltOWN IN TIIE FIG. g. 

8 A 

FIG. B 

PLATE 13 



CHAPTER IV 

SilllMAHY AND CONCLUSIONS 

When Paki13tan wal:l finall;ir declared a sovereign independent State 

in +947, rnost of its people were those who had suffered the ills of a 

plan~ed policy of Sl\ppression at the hands of the British rulers. 

Co11sequently, the people of Pakistan inherited poverty and illiteracy 

with practicallr no commerce or industry~ The only asset of the people 

in those y(;)ars was the strong desire to be free and independent. 

'l:he Britons had ruled the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent for nearly a 

hundred years. Therefore, the independence of Pakist1;3.n meant that its 

peop+e would have to work hard to :make up for the lost time and to 

eatch up with the present trend and pace of progress. Since its very 

inception, Pa);dstan has been making all possible efforts towards ful

;filling thi:;, need. 

'When the government of l?akistan planned an overall national de

VE:llop:rne;n.t program, education of the masses received to a certain degree 

a consp~cuous and an important place, It was recognized that unless 

each indiv;i,.dual rec,eives at least the basic education which expose,s the 

mind to the meaning of true freedom and an individual's role in main

taining it, neither material progress nor a worthwhile democratic setup 

could be achieved. Therefore, a National Commission on Education was 

formed to recommend a formal program of educating the people at all 
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levels. In making the final recommendation, the Commission ~aid con

$ider~b~e emph~sis on the teaching of hom~ economics to the women of 

?aki~tan, 

The value and the role of home economics in the development of a 

nation has been discussed in considerable detail in the review of 

literature, In planning a home economics education program, Pakistan 

i$ handicapped? among other factors, by the absence of proper teaching 

:material. 'The ~tudy w~s undertaken to contribute in developing mater

ia~s wh~ch rrµ.ght be of help to teachers of village women in Pakistan. 
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fn attempting to develop material for teaching drafting of patterns 

to the village women of Pakistan, it was necessary to gain some insight 

into the past traditions, the present trends in clothing, and economic 

l~itatiq~s of the people of Pakistan. It was also necessary to deter

mine the ~earning ability of the village women and the teaching abil

ittes of the teachers. 

An ~tensive survey of literature was made for obtaining the above 

information, ~he survey revealed that the people of Pakistan. have a 

rich cultural and social background. During the days before the British 

rule, whe~ Muslims ruled the Indo=Pakistan subcontinent, there were 

well established institutions of government and education. Social and 

c~itµral val,ues of living were well developed and the economy was fairly 

~table~ 

This state was disturbed by the Britons during the British rule of 

Ind~a. After getting to the position of ruling the subcontinent, British 

efforts were directed at reducing Muslims to political impotency, and 

educational and economic poverty. Consequently, at the end of almost a 



hun~reid yt}l;WS of British rule~ the great majority of the people were 

;U:J,.ite:r,te and poor. In Pakistan today only nineteen per cent of the 

popu~a.tiop can read and write, out of which only four per cent are 

wqmen. Almost ali the illiterate people are so poor that they cannot 

always be sure of two square meals a day. 

The survey of literature indicated that in spite of such unfavor-

able attitude of the Britons, the people of the subcontinent had con

tinued to maintain the traditional culture and social customs. The 
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Muslim. culture was distinctly different from British and Hindu cultures. 
. -

It was the Muslim pride in this background and the strong desire to live 

oy ~t ind~endently which led to the creation of Pakistan in 1947 by 

haying the lndo-Pakistan subcontinent divided at the end of the British 

·'rhe creation of Pakistan was based on religious and cultural values, 

lt i~ s~fficient evidence that the people of Pakistan wish to revive and 

maintain social and cultural values and customs that were typically 

Musl!i.,m. Further support to this evidence was given by the materials 

which were consulted to determine the post-independence trend of na-

tional develomnent program of Pakistan. 

Specia.J. reference was made to the trend of clothes. Clothes, to a 

great_ extent,_symbolize the link with the traditional past of the 

Muslims, but considerations like improved practicability and simplicity 
- . 

could have in,fluenced considerable changes. A study of basic tradition-

al patterns was :made in relation to the requirements of modern clothes. 

It was noted that while the working clothes of men needed some adjust

ment, the clothes war~ by the women of Pakistan adequately fulfilled all 
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the requirements of practical and useful garments. The review of liter

at~re showed that the clothes worn by women in Pakistan were found suit

~ble, not only for everyday work, but also for sports, and all other 

activities. Therefore, the clothes worn by women in Pakistan may not 

updergo any 9hange in basic pattern and design. 

The survey of reports of the rural development organizations in 

Paki1:3tan showed that the garments worn by villagers are mostly sewn by 

pr0fessiona,J. tailors because the village women do not have adequate 

skill to draft and make clothes. Because the village people are poor, 

rural development centers have been established to teach village women, 

q.Illorig other things, t)1e method of drafting patterns and sewing clothes. 

The development centers have provided the required equipment like sew

ing machines, etc., and efforts are now directed at overcoming the 

handicap Qf proper teaching material. The prepartion of proper teaching 

material is made somew4at difficult by the fact that almost all the 

WPllleP. living in vi,J,lages are illiter!3,te, and serious economic limi

tations are encountered in planning any educational program. The four 

per cent of women who have some education in Pakistan live mostly in 

c:j.ties. 

A detailed perus~l of literature was made of the means and methods 

that were used in the more advanced countries for educating the illiter

ate people in general, and for teaching drafting of patterns in particu

lar. The study has been recorded in the chapter on review of literature. 

Briefly, all methods recommended simplicity of teaching aids, clarity of 

instru~tions, and objective of achieving economy. 

The methods adopted for achieving the above aims by the rural 



devel~pment communities in th~ United States were reviewed through books. 

It was nQticed that t~e different intellectual and economic levels of 

the women of the United States and Pakistan would make it impossible to 

follow the methods used in the United States directly, but the methods 

coulg form a sound basts for details to be adapted to the situation in 

Pakistan. 

This was used as the starting point for developing a method for 

drafti~g patterns with implications for teaching clothing in Pakistan. 

in developing a method, efforts were directed not on communicating 

wit~ village women directly, but on guiding teachers of village women 

in handling specific problems. Due to illiteracy among village women, 

any effort to communicate with them directly may not have proved useful. 

Thus the study was directed towards the guidance of teachers, giving 

thewt an ~nsight into the background and relating it to the present situ

ation, The teachers have teaching as well as practical experience, and 

could use the present study as a guide to relate the present conditions 

in Pakistan to relevant clothing problems. The study could thus form 

the nucleus around which teachers could develop individual programs 

specific to the needs of the situation. 

The method developed in this study was therefore not intended to 

restrict the scope of any individual program to the limits on which the 

method was developed. It was meant to apply the recommendations of this 

studr to show how an ind~vidual program could be planned and developed. 

,After developing the :method, it was submitted to a panel of eight 

leaders of clothing, education, social, and extension works for evalu

ation against a set of criteria, The set of criteria was developed 
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~fter reviewing th€) factors which make a teaching method suitable for 

illiterate pupils, The criteria was then applied to evaluate if the 

method developeq. met the :requirements of clarity, simplicity and economy 

as defined in the criteria, 

The ~eaders were chosen from the field of clothing because the 

.fundamental problem involved was the technique of drafting patterns, 

The leaders from the field of education were chosen to determine if the 

method recommended for teaching the drafting of patterns was suitable 

for illiterate people, These leaders were associated with clothing and 

education programs at college level. Leaders chosen from the extension 

service were clothing specialists who had, experience of working with 

rural development conununities, A social service leader who had worked 

in Mexico with illiterate people, under conditions not altogether 

different from Pa~istan's, was chosen for practical evaluation of the 

met49d. A leader of home economic education who had the opportunity of 

being in Pakist,;3.n for about two years was also a member of the panel of 

judges. 

The judges were requested to evaluate the method against what ob

jectives wE:ire intended to be achieved and how far, in the opinion of the 

j~dges, these objectives seemed to have been achieved, The judges were 

requested to corrunent on whether the method would give a clear idea to 

the teacher of how te$Lch;ing material could be developed, and whether 

this method in itself could be applied directly in teaching the draft

ing of patterns that were illustrated, 

A surnrnary of the cormnents received from the leaders is as follows: 

Group I: Clarity - The opinions expressed were that the illustrations 



~lope woul4 not conyey much to the teacher and should 

therefore pe a~~ompanied with a set of instructions. 

~therwise~ the method meets the clarity requirements for 

a teacher who has been trained for teaching illiterate 

women. 

Efficienc:y ... One of the judges expressed the opinion that 
. I . 

the points indicated on the illustrations by letters of 

~phabet may not be clearly understood by the illiterate 

women. An alternative suggested was numerical digits. 

Another judge commented that the efficiency, as defined 

in the criteria, was achieved by the method. The other 

six judges expressed no definite opinion. 

Orou:p :u; Simplicity - l'nree of the judges commented that directions 

were hard to follow anct could be made more simple. The 

other five judges commented that the method was simple 

and .ride.finite :results should be obtained. 11 

Progressiveness - One of the judges expressed doubt as to 

whether the students could work independently on other 

patterns after one set of lessons because suggestions for 

variation of design were not given. One judge was of the 

opinion that progressiveness, as defined in the criteria, 

would depend largely on individual teachers. Six of the 

judges commented that progressiveness could 11 probably11 be 

achieved by the method. 

Economical= Four of the judges did not express a reaction. 

Two judges commented that the method outlined could achieve 
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economy, One judge added that in her opinion, no simpler 

~ethod could be developed. The other judge suggested that 

economy of time should be of no consideration in teaching 

metnods of drafting patterns. In the opinion of this 

judge, it would come naturally with increased practice. 

The judge also recommended standardization of patterns 

as a means of achieving economy. 

Plates and lllustrations - Some corrections and improve .. 

meijts were suggested by three judges. The corrections and 

improvements were made accordingly. All eight judges com,

mented however, that the plates were neat, accurate, and 

effective. 
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An :j_nterpretation of the evaluation showed that although there was 

so~e variation of opinion, it was generally agreed that the method de

velqped had,to an appreciable e,~tent, fulfilled the basic objectives. 

The actual usefulness of any method can, however, be judged only 

after it is applied to a real situation. It is therefore suggested 

that this method be applied by teacherq in developing individual teach

ing programs. ,An opinion check. of the teachers, who actually use this 

materiaJ. as q. bq.sis for specific individual programs, could then be made 

to d,etermine what changes and modifications may be required to improve 

the teaGhing method as outlined by this study. 
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APPENDIX 



THE KAMEEZ 

WoJ;l'n in the vil.J.,ages by men, women and children. 

The fabric usually is heavy cottons :J_ike 11 khadar11 , 

11:C.atha", 11MaJ,a(:1shia 11 • The colors q,re bright for 

both thE? sexes. 

It is a winter garment, the costume is completed 

by a lungi, with an additional 11 dopatta11 for 

women only. 
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I~ NECK BAND . 

FRONT BAND 

/ I\ 1',e FRONT 

(' SLEEVE 

., , ·CuFF 
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PLATE I -..J 
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FIG. A 

FIG. B 

PLATE 2 
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ACROSS BACK 

MEASURE ACROSS 

THE BROADEST PART 
OF THE BACK 81:.TW££N 

THE SHOULDERS. 

BusT. Mr:AsuRE' 
OVER THE FULLEST 
PART OF THE BUST. 



PLATE 3 
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LENGTH. ME:ABURc 
FROM THE TOP OF 
THE SHOULDER BRING 
THE TAPE OVER THE 

TIPOF THE BUST TO 
THE KNEE: OR BELOv./ 
THE KNEE. 



PLATE 4 
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UNDERARM LENGTH 

MEASURE FROM UNDER 

THE' ARM TO THE KNEE 

OR BELOW THE KNEE. 



FIG. A 

AROUND THE 

ARM OVER THE. 

SHOULDER 
BONE AS 

SHOWN. 

PLATE 5 

FIG. B 

NECK 

\ 
MEASURE 
LOOSELY 

AROUND THE' 
NECK. 

():) 
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PLATE 6 
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SLEE VE LENGTJ.f 

MEASURE OVE"R 
A BENT ELBOW 
FROM THE:. TOP 

OF THE SHOULDER 
TO THE WRIST. 



FIG. A 

WRIST 

MEAS URI:: 
AROUND 
THE WRIST 

J"U5 T ABO\JE 
THE HAND. 

PLATE 7 

FIG. B 

SHOULDER 

SEAM. 

MEA5URE 
FROM THE 
NAPE Or 
THE NEC.K 
TO THE 
SHOULDER 
BONE. 

co 
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A ::=: ---._ 

F ~ 

DI ......... -

CI fH 

EI ,,.. 

BAC.K. 
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PLATE 8 

1. DRAW A LINE 'AB' ON THE LEFT HAND 51DE OF 

THE PAPER. CENTRE BACK LENGil-#. 

ot. FROM~' MEASURE 11..2." oowN MARKING As POINT'o: ·· 

3. MARK POINT \c' 4-}',." FROM 'A'. 

,.MARK POINT'E' S,% " FRO/YI 'A'. 
£.DRAW L/N£5 ACR055 THE PAPER FROM'D1

.,
1C',1E~'g 

b.ON LINE 'ti. MEASURE ~Ji", /<A15E TU/5 POINT Y:i.;, 
MARKING POINT\F'. :ro1N 'A:TO'F' IN A SLIGl-lr CURVE. 

1.FROM POINT 'F' ON LINE" o' M~A'5LIRE TH£ SHOULDER 
LENG TH MARKING POINT'G'. 

<&. ON LINE 'C' MEASURE Y.1 AC~OS'5 BACK MEASURE'- . 
Ml:NT, MARKIHG POIHT 'H~ 

q. ON LINE'~ MEASURE y'l OF TME BUST + 111 

M~KING POINT 'I~ 

T n ,, ,1 
10.JOIN rOINTS F TO li. 

11. Jo1N '(:/ TO'H' IN A STRAIGHT LINE EXTENDING TO 
':I' BY MAKING A SLIGHT C.URVE. 

'"'· FROM'I'DR.AW A 5TR.AIGHT LINE ::rOINING LINE 
'ef AT POI NT 'K.". 

co 
\J1. 



0 l'1 

E ~ I ......,z • 
R 

-1. ON THE LEFT l-lAND SIDE OF THE PAPER DRAW A LIHE 
'OD MEA5UR1N& C.ENTl<E FRONT LtNGTH. 
r- \ I 

'- rROM 'o' Mt::A5URE tf;i. 11 AND MARK A'5 POrNr E. 

3 MARK POINT 'K' 'o'j). 11 FROM 'O' • 

1i- FROM PO/NT lK/ MEASURE t'f;. INCHES UP, AND MAR/( 

AS POINT 'F'. 

5" DRAW LINES ACR055 THE PAPER. FROM lo:'E';~K','o 
Fl \~ 
KI 6 ON LiNE 'o' MEA'5URE 3//J MARK.ING POINT' M'. 

FRONT 

D j 

PLATE 9 

1 ON LINE lOD' MEA'SJJRE 3 1
, MARK A'S POINT'R'. :J"OIN 

'M' TO 'R' IN A. CURVE'D LJNE AS SHOWN JN FIGURE. 
g r · I 

1ROM POINTlM I ON LINE 'E MEA45URE THE SHOULDER 

LENGTHlMARK A"5 POINT'z' TOIN POINT'M'AND'z.' 

'i ON LINE 'F' Mt.ASLJRE ~ TJ.IE CHE'5T 1AND MARK POINT'!'/'. 

10 ON LINE 'K' MI;A'SURE f4- OF THE BU4.ST + 1 'h._'', MARKING. 

POINT 'r' 

II Jo1N 'Z1 TO I BY AC.UR.VE LINE, •OUCHING POINT 

'N~ 

l:l tR.OM I DRAW A STRAIGHT LINE TOINING- LINE'D AT POlNT'.r' ~ 



(9 
Z' 
1-

f. PLACE THE FRONT AND THE. BACK 
\- TOGETHER AT T; HE SHOULDER SEAMS. 

z 
~ J. ON THE FRONT MEASURE ON 

Li: THE NECKLINE AND TH£ ARMHOLf. 

~ 0, I/ MARKING AS P0Jl'{T5 \A Al'ID 

PLATE 10 

'B~ 

!). ON THf BACK MEASURE ,ylf If 
ON THE ARMHOL£ I MAI?!< A-S /JO/Ni 
\ I . D. 

4. ON TH£ CE NTRI= BACK LIN£ 
MEASURE '* I/ /'1Al<K.IN6 A~ . 
fOIIYT\C. 

i Jo1N ALL TH£ POINTS A5 51-lOWN 
IN THE FIGURE. 

()".) 

-:i 



L 
t DRAW A LINE' LH' WHICH MEASURES THE 5LEEV£ 

LENGTJ.l. 

JL. FROM POINT 't MEASURE THE HEIGTH OF 
TH£ CAP I DRAW LINE 1CE 1 WHICH MEA5URE.5 

THE UPPER MEASUREMENT, 
c.L/• I "--e 

~- FROM POINT 'I: MEASURE THE ELBOW LENGTH 
AND DRAW LINE 'DF' E~UAL TO 1CE.' 

Lf· FROM POINTS 1C1 AND 'E' DR.AW LJN/:S PER -
PfNDICULAR TO'CE,.., TO POINT tl-l"S' LENGTH. 

5' JoiN POll'4T5 lB' /H' AND\G' BY A STRAIGTH LINE 

D F 
b. JoiN POINT 't TO POINT\c:AND POINT't. TO 

POINT'E'. 

"(.FROM 'l.:MEA6URE Yi+ OF LINE 'LC~ R.AJSE TltlS 

POINT i" 1 AND MARK AS POINT 'M~ 

fl. FROM 'C' MEASURE Y~ OF LIME 'C~J Ml:A'5UR£ 

o/if II BELOW THE Li NE , AND MARK A5 POINT' N'. 

c:r. FRoM 't. MEASURE '/~ OF LINE 'u;: RAl"SE TH-1s 

POINT '/:i" 1 AN MARK A-5 POINT 'K'. 

a 0 H It 
c;. to ~ L.iNE ' B H<l KEEPING "H' A':) THE CENTRE 

MEA5URE THE WRIST MA-RKING POll'iT6 'o' AND 'R: 
PLATE. II II Jo1N POINTS lc','N/r"tt/K, ANOE' A<:> SHOWN IN FIG. 

1:t,Jo1N. POINT5 \c'TO 'o' , AND 'E' TO 'R. 
ex:, 
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FRONT BACK 

K 

D' I I. f 
I • E 
I : I 
----- ---- ----- - --- ---- - ___ J 
S A 

To PREPARE THE SLEEVE FOR THE CUFF AND THE 
PLACKET 

1. MEASURE Ti.If WIDTH OF THE CUl=F" ON THE 
SLEEVE: FROM 'A' MARK A'5 POiNT 'C.. .( 

:t. fvl£A~LJRE FR0/'1 '8 1AND MAR.K. A5 PO/NT'D. 

~- J'o1N 'C: TO 'D' SY A 5 nAIGHT LIN£. 

't · FoR THE PLACKET OPENING- MEASURE 13 oF THE BACK HALF' 

OF THE 5LE£Vi: F(OM 'c~ AND Mlti.K. As POINT '"E' 

5" FR.oM "E. 1 ME:ASU~E: 6 q LJP M-A-~K iMG PD/NT 'K ~ 
' Jo,N IE 'TO 'K' I FOR PLACf<.ET OPE:NING. 

PLATE 12 
co 
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.,_ DRAW A LINE 'AB1WHICH t.QUAIS 
THE WRIST MEASUREMENT+ 

'-''. 
~. DRAW PERPENDICULAR LINE '5 

A 8 
.---------......; FROM POINTS 'B' AND 'A' M£A5U£1NG 

5 11) MARK/NG POINTS 'D1 AND t' . 
S'' 

t ----- --- - -- ------- F 
.?>.Jo,N 'o',o 'c~ 

FOL.D 

C 
FIG. A 

' 

D 

,,._ MARK MID POINTS ON LIME45 

"AC' AND \8 D 11 A'5 POINTS 1E'' 

Al'ID'F( 

5Jo1·N 1E1To'F1 BY A DOTTED 
LINE WHICH IS -, HE FOLD 
LINE • 

.c. FoLD AT Lll'IE E F 

~ ~1~A'SURE Y~ F f<D/'II POINTS 'E' 
+ AND 'F' R.E5fE.CTIVELY. 

E FOLD -t' + -~ 
·r·-· ]=-: e, CuRv~ THE CORNt:R'S lt"5 1 °''{ /J a. c1.i;,. oHOWN IN THE FIGa.B. 
A._ __________________ _,8 

FIG. B 

PLATE 13 



THE KURTA 

Worn in the villages by men, women and children. 

The fabrics us~d are lig~t weight cottons like voile, 

11unbleached11 mv.slin, chickur, and lawn. 

+n white an~ other colors available. It is a summer 

gqrment, the outf~t is complete with the addition of 

the lungi, with an additional dopatta for women. 
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A 

B 

+ 
+ + 

MAKE THE FOLD LENGTH WISE . 
BY BRINGING 1~ TO 'S AND 'c' 
TO \0. NOW ITS READY TO 

BE' MARKED. 

~ 

0 

PLATE. 15 '-0 
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I~, 
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3l/ ===--~ 
D 

E 

C 

- 6 .__. 3.. <,-- 13 ~ 

~ 
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~ 

A =M100LF PANEL= AcR055 BAcK - . 
815 = 5, DE PANEL= UNDERARM 
- LENGTH X qQ 

C : SLEEVE = 5LEEVE LENGTH X 1311 

I2 = GussET ~ Ciqxq'' 

.£. -= fVIATE.RIAL FOR BANO FOR 
THE BUTTONS AND PACING 
FOR THE NECt< ~ 

PLATE f 6 '-0 
.i::--' 
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THE KNICKERS 

Worn by toddlers and boys up to the age of twelve. 
' .. . . . 

The fabric used is usually cotton of different 

weights. 

'TI).ere ir no r~striction of colors. It is used 

both in summers and winters, 
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FIG. A 

H,Ps. 
MEASURE OVER 
THE" F"ULLE5 T 
PART OF THE. 
HIPS, KEEPING 
TWO Fl NGEf<S 

UNDER THE TAPE 
·FOR REG.UIRED 
EASE. 

PLATE l8 

FIG. 0 

CROTCH. 

M-EAoURE FROM 
THE WAIST FROM 
THE CENTRE OF 

T He BACK TO THE· 
SEAT. 
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FIG. A 

LENGTH,. 

MEASURE PROM 
rHE WAIST TO 

TJ.IE THIGHS, OR TO 
THE: DESIRED 
LENGTH. 

PLATE 19 

F"IG. B 

) 

~1EA6URE AROUND 
THE FULLEST 
PART OF' THE 

/
THIGH, KEEPING 
T\No FINGERS 
UNDER THE TAPE 
FOR REQUIRED 
EASE'. 
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PLATE 20 

TAKE A Pl,ECF ., 
OF PAPER ~X H{ 
FOLD IT BREADTH
WISE A56HOWN 
IN Tl-IE FIG-URE, 
AFTER THE PA.PER 
IS FOLDED IT 
WILL MEASURE 
ll 11 Xlq. 1

: NOW IT 
f5 READY FOR 
MARKING. 
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-1. TAKE THE FOLDED PIEC..E OF PAPER 

K WH\CH MEASURES 11'x 14-" 

1-l ~- TI1v10E ,,- INTO FOUR ~GUAL PARTS 
LENGTHWISE AND BREADTHWISE. 

a. ON LINE 'so' FROM po 1NT 's' ME A6URE 
AND MARK THE CROTCH AS POINT'F. 1 

11/.' I I I I I 1+ . ON LINE \AB' FROM 'A' MEA5URE HALF 
OF THE l=IR5T BLOCK MARK PO/NT1E.~ 

s: ON uNE 'co' J:"ROM'C'MEASURE HALJ= 

F 
OF THE FIRST BLOCK; THEN TAKE" 
THIS POINT HALF INCH UP MARKING 

POINT '0~ 

6. ON LINE 'BO' FROM 'B' MARK TWO 

C 
D POINTS I FIRST HALF INCH AS MARK 

'K', AND SECOND HALF OF THE FIRST 
BLOCK A6 MAl<K 'N~ 

PLATE 21 1 001N AL-L POINTS A5 5HOWN . 
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